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ABSTRACT

The Optimum 'Thermal Interpolation Systemn (TISt is an ocean thermal analysis product developed for
real-time operational use at the U3.S. Nay ,s sleet Numerieal Oceanography Center i It functions in an analysis-
prediction -analy ,sis data assimilation cycle ssith an ocean mixed-layer model using the optimutm interpolation
formulation of Alaka and El\ ander 1972). -Thus. climatolog\ servres as the tirst-guess field for thfl-analy sis of'
synoptic ship. bathvthermiograph. buoy, and satellite data, %%ith the prediction from the mixed-layer model
treated as a special class of data.

.An operational test, involving comparisons of OTIS against an existing operational ocean thermal structure
model, wNas conducted during Februars. March. and April 1988. Qualitative comparison of the two products
suggests that OT-IS gives a more realistic representation of subsurtce anomnalies and horilontal gradients. Quan-
titative comparison of the tso products with over 9400 independent (i.e.. unassimilated ) bathy thermograph
observations to Calculate apparent root-mean-square ( rms) errors indicate that OTIS giscs a more accurate
anal'sis of the thermal structure, wvith improvements largest below the base of the mixed laser. Regional ditirences
in the relatise performance of the models, which are probably related to the validity% of the prescribed statistical
parameters required bN OIS, are also noted from senhecation against the bathy thei-mograph data. 01TIS performs
best relatise to the existing model in the Indian Ocean. and poorest relative to this model in the eastern midlatitude
Pacific. 'in the latter area. howeser, both models% exhibit their lowNest error levels and perform best relativre to
climatology.

-Subgrid-scale noise contaminates the apparent rmns error statistics and obscures the relative grid -sc ale accu racy.
of the models. A general technique is presented to estimate grid-scale rms errors which are uncontaminated by
subgrid-scale and instrumental noise in the obsers ations. Application of the technique indicates that the grid-
scale errors for OTIS are ty,,pically 120', less than those of the other model.

OTIS was designated as the Nav's new operational global-scale ocean thermal analy.sis product in July 1988.

1. Introduction puterized analyses for real-time monitoring of ocean
Realtim montorng o thrmalstrctur inthe thermal structure on global and regional scales for over
Realtimemontorig o themalstrutur in he 5 years. In general. these analyses have combined real-

upper ocean is becoming increasingly important as we time ship. hathythermograph (bath\) huoy. and sat-
seek a better understanding of global climate change. elt bevtoswt ~mt~g n rdcin

fn aditon.an ccuaterepesetaton f te uper from numerical ocean models to produce fulix auto-
ocean is important in both long-range and medium- mated 'nowcasts" ofocean thermal structure.
range weather prediction, fisheries management. and Th Opiu Tera Inroltn sei
the Operation of unk'rwatcr acoustic sy'stems. Trhe Ui.S. Te Otmm Teml Itroain Sse

- (OTIS) is the latest tocean thermal anal-,sis product
Navy,'s Fleet Numical Oceanograph, Center developed for opteralional use at FN0C. (TIS is based
(FNO('). Monterey. California. has operated corn- on the Optimum Interpolation (01) data assimilation

technique of (andin ( 1 965 1. \%hich is used %widely in

*Present alliliation: Nasal Oceanographic and \itmospheric Re- mecteorology. ]The 01 technique has been applied to
I~iecorae.Moner~. alforia ocea~nograp~hic atialxsis for research applications b\

searh I hortor~ AtosphricBrelhcrton et al. ( 1976 ) .reeland and] (iould ( 1976 1

0wrekpondmnke ant/tom iaddri's R. Michael Clane'.. C ode 42. 1 leel McWilliams ( 1 976). White ( I1977 ), White and Bern-
Numerical Occanogr iph'. Center. Mlontere\. C() 93,)43 stein ( 1979). Bernstein and White ( 1981 ). (lane'.

9~~ 0 j4'
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(1983), Roemmich (1983), Robinson and Leslie The Expanded Ocean Thermal Structure (EOTS)
(1985), McWilliams et al. (1986), Hua et al. (1986), analysis has been operational at FNOC for almost ten
Robinson et al. (1986), Cummings (1986), Carter and years (Clancy 1987). EOTS combines real-time ocean
Robinson (1987), Robinson et al. (1987). and others. thermal observations with climatology via the Fields-
Because the 01 technique is well suited for handling by-Information-Blending (FIB) analysis technique
data-sparse areas and assimilating data with differing (Holl et al. 1979) to produce a three-dimensional anal-
error characteristics, it is an attractive approach for ysis or "nowcast" of ocean thermal structure. A number
operational ocean thermal analysis. of operational EOTS runs are made daily at FNOC

Basically and in general, the 01 technique maps ob- corresponding to various regions of high Navy interest.
servations distributed nonuniformly in space and time When coupled additionally in certain regions to the
to a uniformly gridded synoptic representation, or TOPS mixed-layer model in an analysis-prediction-
analysis, of the target field. As in most objective analysis analysis data assimilation cycle, the system is referred
techniques, the concept of resolvable versus subgrid- to as the TOPS-Coupled EOTS (TEOTS) analysis
scale features is fundamental in 01. Resolvable features (Clancy and Pollak 1983: Martin et al. 1985). Thermal
are those of spatial extent greater than twice the mesh fields from EOTS and TEOTS are used to support
length of the analysis grid, which are thus capable of FNOC acoustic predictions and transmitted to nu-
being at least marginally represented by the grid. merous users through a variety of communications
Subgrid-scale features are those with spatial extent less links.
than twice the mesh length which, as a result, cannot An operational test was conducted between I Feb-
be resolved by the grid. As far as the analysis is con- ruar, and 30 April 1988 to establish OTIS as a valid
cerned, subgrid-scale features contribute to the error replacement for the global-scale implementation of
in the observations. TEOTS. This involved qualitative comparison of ther-

An 01 analysis is constructed as a background or mal fields produced by OTIS with those produced by
first-guess field plus anomalies relative to this field. In TEOTS, and quantitative verification of both models
general. the anomaly at a particular gridpoint is given against independent bathv data. During the test. OTIS
by a weighted combination ofobserved anomalies, with and TEOTS functioned on the same horizontal grids
the space-time autocorrelation function for the re- (the standard FNOC Northern Hemisphere and
solvable anomalies governing which observations con- Southern Hemisphere 63 × 63 polar stereographic
tribute. The 01 technique provides the optimum grids: see Clancy and Pollak 1983). used the same
weights applied to the observed anomalies such that monthly ocean thermal climatology, functioned on the
the resulting analysis error will be minimized in a least- same schedule (one analysis per day). and had access
squares sense. The technique also provides an estimate to the same real-time data base (i.e.. synoptic ship.
of this error. The basic inputs to this process are the buoy. bathy. and satellite observations). Throughout
statistics defining both the resolvable and suhgrid-scale the test. OTIS was coupled with its own \er,:on of
variability of the target field about the background field TOPS in an analysis-prediction-analysis data assim-
and the instrumental error characteristics of the inca- ilation cycle independent of' FEOTS. The TOPS mixed-
surement system providing the observations. layer model coupled with OTIS contained exactly the

In operational meteorological applications of the 01 same physics and used exactly the same atmospheric
technique. the first-guess field for the analysis is given forcing as that which was coupled to TEOTS.
generally by a model prediction from the previous lhe purpose of this paper is to document the tech-
analysis. Climatology. the long-term mean state of the niques and assumptions used in OTIS. and present the
atmosphere. does not enter the process. For operational results of the operational test of the global-scale O-IS
oceanographic applications, however, this is not a vi- at FNOC.
able approach: the present generation of ocean thermal
prediction models. the atmospheric forcing used to 2. Description of the analNsis procedure
drive them, and the observational data base available
to update them arc simply not good enough. at least In performing an analysis. OIS proceeds point-by-
for global-scalc application, to keep the evolving ther- point through its hori/ontal grid, producing a complete
mal fields "on track." ('limatological ocean thermal profile from the surface to the deepest anal\ /ed Icel
struclure, derived from historical data. must be used at each gridpoint before advancing to the next...t each
as a constraining factor. Consequently. OTIS follows of these gridpolill., the nalysis sequence is 1I ) sea stir-
the approach of Alaka and tlhander (1972) by using face temperature. 2) temperature in the mixed laxcr.
climatology as the first-guess field for the 01 analysis and 3) temperature below the mixed laxer.
and treating input from an ocean prediction model as
a special class of data. The prediction model used by 14 .sl, l 101F4, 0'lICr'l' l *M' l\

OTIS is the Thermodynamic Ocean Prediction System
(TOPS) mixed-layer model described by ('lancy and OTIS represents the analyed sea surface tempera-
Pollak ( 1983 ). lure (SST) at the A th gridpoint TA" its
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these data and tend to control their weighting relative The value of the TOPS prediction rms error ak for
to climatology, other data, and TOPS in the analysis, use in Eq. (5) is obtained from

The MCSST data are handled in a special way which fy)2= (14 )InrrAL~ -+ G." (1
complicates the determination of ( " Bc('or ) ( Befoe
assimilation into the analysis, the MCSST reports where ( '()INIrIAL is the rms error of the resolvable
within one-half mesh length of each gridpoint are block thermal field from the previous analysis initializing
averaged around the gridpoint to form "super-obser- TOPS ad G. is the rms TOPS error growth over one
vations" (see DiMego 1988) assumed valid at the grid- analysis -prediction-analysis cycle (i.e.. 24 hours).
point. Because high MCSST data densities usually re- Thus, flllowing the approach of Bengtsson and Gus-
suit in many redundant MCSS'T reports around I grid- tafsson I 1972), the error in the predicted thermal field
point, this averaging process provides an ellicient way is taken to be the error in the initial conditions plus
to incorporate these high-resolution data without losing the error added due to error growth in the prediction
any information on the resolvable thermal field. Thus, model. The quantity G is a user-specified parameter
if the ith observation in Eq. ( I ) is an MCSST obser- chosen to reflect the rate of error growth in TOPS. It
vation, it is in fact given by tends to control the weight assigned to the TOPS pre-

diction relative to climatology and observations.
,) ClancV et al. (1989) present idealized data assimi-

_ lation studies to illustrate the behavior of the analysis-
forecast-anal'-is coupling between OTIS and TOPS

where T, is thejth individual MCSST report and A! is described above. In general, the mixed-layer model
the total number of individual MCSST reports used in predictions reduce the error level of thW analysis by
the block average. Thus, in view of Eq. (8), the expres- accounting for the response of the upper ocean to local
sion for (a,")2 CsST becomes atmospheric forcing and carrying the integrated effect

... ofthis response forward in time. In the absence of large
)2  , TOPS-predicted changes in the thermal structure and

I,)Mss S - observational data to sustain OTIS-analyzed thermal
(9) anomalies, the thermal fields decay toward climatology

at a rate which is governed by the prescribed TOPS
where (MCSSr and eK1ICST are the standard deviation error growth rate Gk.
and mean, respectively, of the instrumental error for The last user-specified parameter is the noise-to-sig-
the MCSST reports and a,' is the standard deviation nal ratio for the subgrid-scale error X" defined by
of the SST field resulting from resolvable SST variations Fi" = ]2

over the domain in which the MCSST block averaging L/ =Ir " (12)
is done. The term (,r)2 represents the variance added
because the differencing of the MCSST data with cli- Like A. B, and C, this quantity must be chosen to
matology is done afier the block averaging and with reflect the statistics of ocean thermal variability. For
the climatological temperature valid at the gridpoint example, Xi" must be larger in dynamically active re-
rather than be/bre the block averaging and with tem- gions, where subgrid-scale eddies produce large-am-
peratures obtained by interpolating climatology to each plitudc but unresolved perturbations in the thermal
individual MCSST observation. This term is estimated field, than in more quiescent regions where the eddy
by assuming a constant reference SST gradient and field is weak. Of course, X/' is a function of the grid
averaging the resulting temperature variance over one mesh length, becoming smaller as the grid becomes
grid space. Thus, finer and the unresolved portion of the thermal field

decreases.
1r2 2 (10) Equation (12) is used along with the rms difference

between bathy observed temperatures and climatology
(ri" to ohtain aiC and a,". Neglecting (nanIV, Which is

where ' is a reference climatological SST gradient small ccmparcd to a," for the grid currently utilized by
(taken to be 0.01 °C km -') and AX is a reference grid OTIS, and assuming that a" and a" are uncorrelated,
space for the OTIS grid. Thus, for the FNOC 63 X 63 (a/')2 c:in be written
hemispheric grid (AX = 320 kin), ri' = 0.85 0C.

No attempt is made to correct for any mean error (aj') 2 = (a") 2 + (a/')2  (13)
(i.e.. bias) in the MCSST data. Rather, 'M(cSsT effcec- or just the sum of the mean-Auare resolvable signal
tively becomes a lower bound on the MCSST obser- about climatology plus tle mean-square subgrid-cale
vational error when Al becomes large. The quantities noise. lFrom (12) and (13),
'NI(55 and , arc uscr-spelfied parameters which

lend to control the relative weighting of the MCSST (C') 2 )_(14)
data in the analysi. I - (4
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(?1)2 Nl h. with the three terms inside the brackets representing
S x" -  (15Z) the contributions of analysis error. subgrid-scale error.

and instrumental error.

It is not possible to calculate ( (T')2 directly from the
available real-time bathy data at every observational
location simply because the bathy data coerage and h .li.wd-ho'er aa/ii
observational density will not permit it. Therefore.
((J/')2 is estimated fro Upon conclusion of the SST analysis at gridpoint k.

OTIS performs an 01 analysis fr mixcd-la-ser depth
1 4- " ( ) MID). In analogy to Eq. ( I). the expression for the

I' + X, analyzed MLD hkA" is

where ( (T,, I is the mean-square departure of the bathv )

observations from climatology and ,\', is the average

value of X,". both calculated over the entire analysis
domain. The data used in this calculation consist of where hA' is the climatological MID at the gridpoint.
a junning 60-day w indov of bathv observations re- hk" the predicted MLD at the gridpoint from the 24-
ported to FNOC in real-time, amounting to about 9000 hour TOPS forecast from the prev ious day's analysis.
reports globally. hi,' the observed MLD at location i. i,' the climatolog-

Using the assumption of Eq. (16). Eqs. (14) and ical MID at location i. n, the w\eight applied to the
( 15) become ith observed MLD anomaly (h," - I,' ) assimilated at

( ,the gridpoint, 34 the weight applied to the TOPS pre-
(17) dicted MID anomaly( t " - h' ) at the gridpoint. and

I + ,X the number of observations assimilated at the grid-
point.

' ( cl, ):. (18) Fhe climatological MI.D h4' is determined from cx-
'" I + s,, amination of the climatological temperature profile.

defined at gridpoint k on the OTIS vertical grid (see
With A," specified by the user, and a"', and ,:;, calcu- Table I ). Beginning at the surlace and working down-
lated internally b\ OTIS. Eqs. ( 17 ) and ( IS) pro\ ide ward. ertical temperature gradients are examined to
a, and T," for use in Eqs. (4). ( 5). (). ( 7). (9). and find the shallowest pair of levels bet\een % hich the
(12 ). Note that a',. and thus a, and a,'. are determined vertical gradient is less than -0.05°C m '. The laser
separately for each standard le\cl of the OTIS vertical depth hA' is then taken simply as the depth of the shal-
output grid (see section 2b). Note also from Eq. ( 17) lower level of this pair. and is thus alwkays one of the
that aT,' is independent of horizontal location. Thus. discrete levels listed in Table I. Exacth the same pro-
implicit in Eq. ( 16 ) is the assumption that variations cess is carried out on the TOPS and bath\ profiles to
of the rms bathy error a," with location are produced define h'!A and h,". The TOPS-predicted profile is de-
entirely by variations in the rms subgrid-scale error rr,". fined on the same vertical grid as OTIS. but the depths

Equations (2)-( 12) and ( 17)-(18) constitute a defining the bath\ protiles are arbitrary. and thus the
closed set which can be solved fbr the weights (q, and
i4k. Once these weights are obtained, the analyed tem-
perature is calculated from Eq. ( I ). Also. the rms error I*mi I. oroeal gri) JI r 0)lS oulpu!
of the resolvable thermal field iaA" can then be calculated
from I 'od Depth in rnetcrs

0 0o0

a ,)z -. faA' )-( I - 4 " ' .. r,,) (19)
4 1 7.5I I 31 5

(see White and Bernstein 1979). Recogniing that 5

OTIS initializes the TOPS forecast xMhich %%ill provide 6
TA," for the Ilohwing da' "s analysis, the %alue of( a,"' 7 40

obtained from ( 19 ) becomes ( aT" )j, m I of equation 8 50

(II) (i.e.. the error in the TOPS initial conditions) for
the follmving day's analysis. I IC)

-inallv. the expected departure of the thermal field 2 5
from an independent bathv ohscr\ation made precisely 3 I- 0
at the gridpoint at analysis time a,' is gien b\ 14

ra''. [( a"): (a,''") 3 hi~io" I' (20) - U' 4 )
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h,"'s generally fall somewhere in between the OTIS/ In general. the bathy observations which contribute
TOPS fixed levels of Table I. to the sub-mixed-layer analysis extend to varying

The weights aA, and OA in Eq. (21 ) are obtained by depths. Bathys which reach to less than 250 m. or which
solving the N + I equations of(2 ) as before. In solving have°, 1(T" - ,')I >0.O°C m near their deepest
(2), the parameters 7i, X," and Xk" are assumed pro- he
portional to the corresponding values for the temper- reported depth Z, are used in the analysis only for
ature analysis at 100 m depth. This implies levels above Zfi. Bathys extending to greater than 250

m depth for whichN .I) Dt = ( K ( ' ' l x m( 2 2 )
a

(UkP)MLD = (K)(aUk)o0m (23) I(T," - T)) < 0.01.C m

(aAkc)MLD =(K)(aAc)100 m (24)
near ZB are used in the analysis at all levels down to

where the subscript MLD indicates values are for MLD 400 m. however, by extrapolating (T," - T,') down-
variations, and K is a constant. ward. The mean-square error added to the extrapolated

Although hk' and hk"' can only take on the discrete anomaly below _-R by this process is estimated from
values of Table 1, hk" resulting from the solution of (a,") 2

, = 0.0225 + 0.02
(21) and (2) can take on any value. Thus, it can be
thought of as a "floating level" in the analysis system. X exp[ -0.05(:B - 250)] ,(: - :Zn) (27)

With the analysis for hA" complete. OTIS sets the where - is the depth of the extrapolation point for the
temperatures at the gridpoints of Table I which are ith bathy In meters. Equation (7) for extrapolated
shallower than hA" according to bathy observations below z then becomes

(TA"),,, (T') ) + Z (ATI'),, (25) (a,)v.x 4(iiv + ((Y,") 2 + ( 1,) x. (28)
" The quantities Y,,. X,". and X,"' required in (2) are

where ( 7i"),,, is the analyzed temperature at level i. derived from the user-specified parameters . 1. Bk. ('CA.
(TA")(1 is the analyzed SST. and (A'/ "),, is the change X'," and t,3. III as before. In calculating X," and NA" via
in TOPS predicted temperature from level n - I to (4). (5). and (7). the quantities a,'. a," and (T r' are
level n (level 0 implies the surface). Thus, the shape interpolated linearly from the fixed-levels of Table I
of the temperature profile from the surface to the base to the floating levels. Equation (28) is used in place of
of the mixed layer (e.g.. isothermal. weakly stratified. ( 7 ) for extrapolated bathy anomalies belo\ z- as dis-
or multiple thermocline) is controlled exactly by FOPS. cussed above. Note that the inverse decorrelation scales

Ik I,4. ('. and the noise-to-signal ratio A, lor sub-
..t,-iixned-/aer imixed-layer analysis can be assigned values by the user

atdistinctly diflfrent from those at the surface. This is

Following conclusion of the mixed-layer analysis at particularly important for (C . Mhich generally has a
gridpoint k. OTIS performs an analysis I' much smaller value below the MLI) reflecting the

at and below the analyzed N/I.D. Below this le\el. O-IS much longer time scale \ariability there.
utili/es a completely variable or "'floating" vertical grid U pon conclusion of the sub-mixed-layer tempera-
designed to concentrate resolution in regions olt high UiixC aalsis. the anal\zed temperature anomalies at
Nertical gradient. Beginning at the MIL) and \orking the floating le\els dehined b\ (26) are \ertically inter-
downxkard. the mesh spacing ofthis floating grid .\z is polated to the fixed levels of Table I bet\\cen the Mil)
defined as and 400 m depth, added back to climatolog.\. and

output.

A-: 50 m -f (400 ( m '.
3. . ser-specified parameters

( 1 m Fi lhe nine user-specified parameters used in () 1IS are
d.:: listed in [able 2. [he values of t.,II' and f)j ) are
for 5 m A : 80) m (26) obtained from larle (1985) and White and Bernstein

1979 ). respectivel\. [he \alues of I(,,( ,s and c,,,
wIth - taken positive donard froim the sea surface. are based on I la\%kins c al. ( 1986) and Strong and

With the vertical grid extending from the base of McClain (1985 ). [he % alics of I and B range from
the mixed layer d,)wnward to 400 m detined b ( 26 ). I/( 2000 km ) in lo -latitude open-ocean regions to
OTIS performs an analysis for temperature at each of I /(200 km ) in coastal regions. The \alues of Ut and X
these levels. This analysis is carried out by solving ( I ) also vary w idel\. In general. (i is smaller in midlatitude
and ( 2 ) at each of the floating levels. open-ocean regions than in tropical or western bound-
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TABLE 2. User-spezified parameters. the temporal window extends from the OTIS analysis
time back 60 hours. For the MLD and sub-mixed-

Parameter Value layer analyses, the window extends back 60 days. The

eSHIp 2.29*C spatial window is defined in terms of the spatial cor-
(BATHY 0.20'C relation scales I /' and I/B. The window is defined

'M.ST 0.7 10C as plus or minus one correlation scale in the north-
eM(ST 0.22'C south and east-west directions from the gridpoint. At
C 1/(20 davs) above the MLD. I/(60 days) gridpoints where the east-west correlation scale is larger

below the MLD.
..I. B. (1, X" Variable, prescribed at the center of 10' 20' than the north-south correlation scale. as is often the

latitude/longitude rectangles and interpolated case. this results in a spatial window that is rectangular
linearly to gridpoint locations. Separate values in shape, extending farther in the east-west direction
for above and below the MLD.. I ranges from than in the north-south direction. Variations of.. and
1/(200 kin) to 1/(2000 km), B ranges from I/ B with location will alter the size. shape, and orientation
(200 km) to 1/( 0O km). ( ranges from 0. 1'
to 1.0°C, and A' ranges from 0.8 to 6.0. of this window from gridpoint to gridpoint. and at var-

ious depths for the same grid location.
The area within the appropriate spatial window is

arv current regions, where the atmospheric forcing and/ searched and, ideally, all observations within the spec-
r pified window are collected. In practice, however, theor physics of TOPS is not fully adequate. In general, number of observations that can be collected is limitedX " is smaller in quiescent regions (e.g.. eastern Pacific)

than in dynamically active regions characterized by to 700 (a limit which is seldom exceeded). During the
data search, the correlation of each observation with

strong mesoscale eddies which are unresolved by the tthe gridpoint il,k is computed from Eq. (3). Once all
horizontal grid (e.g.. Kuroshio or Gulf Stream regions). of the observations are collected, they are sorted by

these correlations to select the 15 reports most highly4. Data selection and screening correlated with the gridpoint location for potential use

Before the analysis begins, thinning and quality- in the analysis. If fewer than 15 observations are found.
control algorithms are applied to the data. First, the all are retained, subject to one final quality control
bathy data are screened by applying a sorting process procedure.
which limits the bathy data density in 2.5' X 2.5' lat- The (up to) 15 selected reports are screened for spu-
itude/longitude squares to the 60 most recent reports, rious data using a horizontal consistency check. or
with no more than 30 taken from the same platform. buddy check, patterned after that of DiMego et al.
This thinning process is a practical necessity for han- (1985). The particular details of the OTIS buddy check
dling ocean weather stations, which typically report are described by Phoebus( 1989). Briefly, the inequality
two bathy observations per day.

Prior to computing the climatological anomalies I(T, - T') - (I" - 1)1 < (a - h,) A' (29)

from the observations, all data are checked for physi- is examined for each pair of observations. If the in-
callv unreasonable temperatures. Any observations re- equality is satisfied, observations i and J corroborate
porting less than -2'C or more than 40'C are dis- each other and are thus both given "'keep flags" equal
carded. Once the observed anomalies are computed to the correlation between them i7," if the inequality is
and passed to the analysis, they are subjected to a gross not satisfied, the observations contradict each other
error check. Any observations which deviate by more and are thus both given "toss flags" equal to q,,. Fol-
than 7°C from climatology are rejected. lowing examination of all remaining pairs of reports,

In addition, OTIS applies a ship-tracking algorithm the single observation with the highest summation of
to screen out bathy reports with obvious position errors. toss flags is removed if the summation exceeds 2. How-
These types of errors are fairly common in the real- ever. observations whose keep flags sum to 2 or more
time bathy dataset and result primarily from coding are retained regardless of toss flag settings. This process.
and radio transmission errors (e.g., latitude and Ion- beginning with the examination of the inequality (29)
gitude transposed, wrong hemisphere, etc.). Thus, and with all flag summations reset to 0. is then repeated
OTIS monitors the successive positions of each ship until no observations have toss flags which sum to more
reporting bathys at any time during the previous 60- than 2. The remaining observations are utilized in the
day period and flags jumps in position which would analysis at the gridpoint.
require impossibly large ship speeds (bathys deploved Equation (29) states that the absolute temperature
from aircraft are not tested in this manner). Bathv diflierence between two anomalies is compared to some
observations corresponding to the erroneous position tolerance which is a function of the correlation between
reports are excluded from further processing by OTIS. them r7, and the long-term rms variation of the thermal

For the analysis at each gridpoint. OTIS utilizes only anomalies about climatology as'. ('0|cCptually, obser-
data which fall within certain temporal and spatial vations which are more highly correlated with one an-
windows (see Phoebus 1988). For the SST analysis, other are expected to agree more closely, and temper-
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ature differences in regions of high expected rms de- in the upper- and midlatitudes of the Northern Hemi-
partures from climatology are given more tolerance. sphere associated with the springtime warming. A
The use of the correlation 77,, as the flag value is also a much more prominent change over this period, how-
subtle way to control the impact one observation has ever, is the cooling along the equator in the eastern
on the retention or rejection of another. Observations Pacific. Most likely due to enhanced equatorial up-
which are highly correlated contribute more to the toss welling in response to stronger than normal easterly
or keep flag summations of one another than do those wkinds associated with the "La Nifia" weather pattern.
observations which are farther separated in space and this cooling trend led to the coldest June SST anomalies
time. Currently, the values of a and b are set to 3.0 in the eastern tropical Pacific since the early 1970s
and 1.5, respectively. These values were chosen simply (Climate Analysis Center 1988).
through trial and error (see Phoebus 1989). The OTIS SST anomaly field for 28 March 1988 is

shown in Fig. 3. Numerous features are prominent.
5. Qualitative comparison of OTIS and "'EOTS including: I ) a cold anomaly extending across most of

a. Surface therrtal au'i . the Pacific between 35 and 45N. 2)a warm anomaly
!oriented WSW-ENE in the subtropical western Pacific.

The OTIS SST field for 28 March 1988 is shown in 3) a warm anomaly in the eastern North Pacific ex-
Fig. I. This graphic. and the ones to follow, were pro- tending southwestward from Baja California. 4) a cold
duced by interpolating the fields (via a Bessel tech- anomaly along the equator at 125°'W, 5)acoldanom-
nique) from the standard FNOC NHEM and SttEM aly in the South Pacific centered at 40S, I 10'W. 6)
63 X 63 polar stereographic grids to the standard FNOC a warm anomaly off the coast of Chile at 300S. 90°W.
73 X 144. 2.5 degree spherical grid. and then con- and 7) a warm anomaly in the South Atlantic at
touring. 200S. 170W.

Though the grid resolution in the model is too coarse The OTIS SST anomaly field on 28 April 1988 is
to accurately represent fronts, OTIS shows large hor- shown in Fig. 4. Comparison of Figs. 3 and 4 illustrates
izontal SST gradients in the South China Sea, the Sea changes in the OTIS SST anomaly field over one
of Japan, the Kuroshio region and. particularly, in the month's time. The midlatitude cold anomaly across
Gulf Stream region. The tropical western Pacific SST most of the Pacific on 28 March extends farther south
field is quite featureless, while the eastern tropical Pa- and shows a larger amplitude on 28 April. The WSW-
cific shows much structure suggestive of upwelling ENE warm anomaly in the subtropical western Pacific
along the equator and off the coast of Peru. on 28 March is essentially gone by 28 April. replaced

The OTIS SST field for 28 April 1988 is shown in by two small warm anomalies centered at 15'N. 132°E
Fig. 2. Comparison of Figs. I and 2 illustrates the ex- and 22°N. 172°W, and a larger warm anomaly cen-
pected temporal variability of the large-scale thermal tered at 26°N. 160'E. The warm anomaly extending
field over one month's time: OTIS shows SST increases southwestward from Baja California on 28 March ex-
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Pacific and Atlantic. OTIS pro\ Ides a better rcprcscn- OTIS T200 field show\s a clear( (though poorl\ resolved)
ltion of the western boundary Currents it 100 rn depth representation of' the L oop C urrent in the Gulf of
than [1LOTS. including I ) separation ot the high ra- Mexico. This feature is all but absent in the TEOTS
dicnt /ones 01 the Kuroshio anjd the Ovrashio. -a more T200( field.
ph'.sicall\ realistic orientation and packing of the iso- The OTIS and TEOTS temperature anomialy fields
therni% in the Kuroshio South of' Japan. 3 I tighter at 200 mn depth (-1-200 anomalx ) for 28 March 1 988
packing of isothermsv. in the Gulf Streamn extension re- are show n in Fig. 6. Substantial differences are apparent
gion bctw.cen 60' and WW.\ and 4 )a more phvsicall\ in the 1100 anomnal fields produced h\ the tw~o mod-
realistic orientation and packing of isotherms west of' els. InI veneraI. the TEOTS T200 anomal\ field appears
7()'\N' and south of' (Cape H atteras. In addition. the noisli, nan the corresponding OTIS field. particularl\
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in the tropical Pacific. -The fe'atures In the OTIIS anonm- sufficient badly data to map the field at 200 m depth.

aly ield generally show more spatial continuitv and then the LOTS vertical blending will tend to force in
exhibit a more physically reasonable east-\est ( vice a warm anomaly at 200 m11. But, if" there is actually a
north-south or circular) pattern. A large %%arm anom- cold anomaly at 200 ml. then the LOTS/TEOTS tem-

aly extending across most of the tropical South Pacific perature at this depth will differ from reality by esen

between 5; and 25OS is present in both the OTIS and more than climatology (i.e., it will be \warmer than
ITLOTS fields, but the northern and southern bound- climatology while really is colder than climatology ).
aries of this anomaly are represented much more OTIS, on the other hand. performs its equi\alent of
sharpl\ by OTIS. This corresponds to the sharper hor- the FOTS/TEOTS vertical blending process only from
i/ontal gradients in the OTIS T200 field for this region the surface do\ n to the base of the mixed layer. Thus.
which kkere obvious in Fig. 5. temperature anomalies below the mixed layer in OTIS

In some regions. the ditlrernces between the OTIS can arise tm/i if the bathy data support them.
and TEOTS T200 anomalies are quite large. For ex- The OTIS and TEOTS T200 anomaly fields for 28
ample. TEOTS shows a warm anomaly of over 2.0°C April 1988 are show\ n in Fig. 7. As was the case for 28
at 47 0 N. 177 0 W. but this feature is not present in the March. substantial diflrences between the OTIS and
OTIS anomaly field. Ani even more striking case is the TLOTS anomalies are evident. OTIS shows warm
TOTS warn anomaly of over 4.0°C oll'the coast of anomalies in the \western North Atlantic, rouglil along
Ness Foundland at 45°N. 45OW: OTIS shows a cold the path ofithe (ulf Stream. while TL-ors shows cold
anomaly with amplitude greater than I.5°(" in this re- anomalies in this region. TFOTS shows warm anoni-

gion. alies in the Indian Ocean ( I 5°S, 90E ), the eastern
I he large di.lerences between the OTIS and TEOTS tropical Pacific (5 0 S-20N. 900- 140 0 W). and the

T200 anomal fields arc a result ofthe fct that LOTS/ wtestern tropical Allantic (20 -IS- N. () 0-6'W)
T!OTS performs :I vertical blending process from the which are not present in the OTIS ield.
surface to 400 m depth ( floll el al. 1979: (lancy and ('omparison of Figs. 6a and 7 a illustrate changes in
Pollak 1983 ). In the absence of adequate bath\ data the 1TIS T20()0 anomaly field on a one-month time
density, this tends to tie subsurface anomalies (even scale. Most of the features prominent on 28 March are
below the mixed laker) to the SST anomal\. Thus. it still esident on 28 April. Ai exception is the cold
is never apparent ,hetlher subsurface anomalies in anomaly at 40'S. 140 'W on 2,8 March: this feature

[,OTS/TEIOTS are supported b\ hathy data. or are lhe %seakens substantiall b _ April. Also, the 1.5 degree
result ofthis verlical blending process. Also. in the ab- \warm anomaly south\\est of Ilawmaii ( 17N. I 0 ,\V)
,ence of adequate bathy co\crage. I 1 /ITO-IS can on 28 March increases to a 3.0 degree anomalk b\ 28
produce a subsurface thermal field wvhich is w',rwc than Npril. FLinall\. a \karm anomal\ of more than 2 degree,
climatology if the real thermal anomalk changes sign lfrrms in the \\estcrn tropical Pacific at 4"N. 1.3' 1
with depth. For example. if there is sufficient surface between 28 March and 28 April.
data to map a warm anomal} at the surface. but in- The OTIS and TI I'S temperatLure anom:xil fields
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which can be quite large (including, in the context of into the models (making the observations independent
model comparison, errors produced by subgrid-scale of the models). Each bathy observation is then verti-
features unresolved by the model grids), they still pro- cally interpolated linearly to a standard vertical grid
vide an important ground truth reference for ranking between the surface and 300 m. and spurious obser-
the skill of ocean thermal models. vations are discarded automatically by a bathy error

Once per day the thermal fields from OTIS and detection algorithm, which is less sophisticated than
TEOTS are interpolated via a Bessel technique to the the OTIS quality control procedures discussed in sec-
locations of all bathy observations received at FNOC tion 4.
during the previous 24 hours but not vet assimilated The remaining data are used to calculate analyzed
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minus observed temperatures (i.e., the "apparent or- OTIS and TEOTS at about 100 rn depth. The midlat-
rors" in the analyzed temperatures) for both OTIS and itude western Atlantic (Area 4. Fig. 1Od) shoNs a
TEOTS at the standard grid depths of 0. 12.5. 25 50, monotonic decrease in the apparent rms error with
75. 100. 150. 200. and 300I m at each bathN location. depth for OTIS.
The resulting apparent errors for both OTIS and Note the large apparent rms errors tr OIS bct\een
TEOTS from each individual bathv at each standard 25 and 75 Il depth in the midlatitude eastern Pacific
depth are accumulated in a running 90-day history tile compared to TLOTS (Area I. Fig. I Oa). From ex-
and segregated into the nine verification areas shown amination of the apparent ina, errors tor this area
in Fig. 9. From the data in this history tile, the apparent derived from the same bathv dataset ( not shown ), it
root-mean-square (rms) errors tor both OTIS and is apparent that the OTIS thermal fields w\ere biased
TEOTS are calculated at thle standard depths in each cold in this depth range. This implies that the OT IS
of the nine verification areas from the 90-day accu- MID xas biased shallow in the region. suggesting room
mulation of data covering the months o' February. for improvement in the TOPS mixed-la\er model and/
March. and April 1988. The total number of data col- or the manner in which OTIS analvzes MID.
lected and used in these calculations amounts to 9980 Except in the midlatitude western Atlantic and the
bathv observations. Indian Ocean. where the apparent errors for OTIS in-

dicate the largest relative improvement over TEOTS.
1. I ('rliual prolie • of appare' ero'r the verification statistics show e\ er little difterence be-

tween the accurac\ ot the t\\o products at the surtlce.
Plots of vertical profiles of the apparent rms errors improvements of' OTIS o',er TOTS are most pro-

fbr OTIS and TEOTS for February-April 1988 for each nounced belo% about 100- 150 m depth. This is con-
of the nine verification areas are shown in Figs. I 0a-i. sistent with the conclusion of section 2 that the O TIS
The shapes of the error profiles for OTIS and TEOTS and [EOTS SSI fields are quite similar, w.hile the I20()0
in each area are quite similar. All areas except the mid- and T400 fields exhibit substantial differences.
latitude Atlantic areas (Areas 3 and 4. Figs. 10c and
10d ) exhibit local maxima in the error profiles at some
intermediate depth for both OTIS and TEOTS. These . I)(I)lhlvr(I apparent error %hiIh
local mx;ma are quite pronounced for the Indian Depth-averaged apparent rms error statistics. cal-
Ocean (Area 5. Fig. Itel. the tropical eastern Pacific culated by integrating the rms errors of' Fig. 1) over
(Area I.A. Fig. 10f, and the tropical eastern Atlantic xarious depth intervals and then di\iding the result b
(Area 3A, Fig. I Oh ). and are probabl\ due primaril. the depth interval, prov ide a convenient representation
to noise in the verification data caused b unresolved of the verification results. Depth-aeraged statistics for
vertical displacements of the strong thermoclines in l-ebruary-April 1988 are presented in Table 3 for each
these areas produced b\ eddies and internal waves. Thc of the nine xerification areas. Included in the tables
midlatitude eastern Atlantic (Area 3. Fig. I Oc ) is char- are depth-axcraged apparent rmis errors fo0r OTIS and
acteri/ed by local minima in the error profiles for both T()lS and the percent improvement of the depth-
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averaged OTIS rms error over that ofTEOTS fbr depth all areas (9980 bathy reports). OTIS shows a 7"; im-
intervals of 0-300 m, 0-1 50 m. and 150-300 m. proxement over TEOTS in 0-300 m apparent rms er-

The statistics in Table 3 show regional differences. ror. Stratified by depth ranges, OTIS shows only a 3';
with the apparent rms errors for both OTIS and TEOTS improvement over TEOTS in 0-150 m apparent rms
largest in the midlatitude western Atlantic (Area 4) error, but an II"; improvement over TEOTS in 150-
and midlatitude western Pacific ( Area 2). This reflects 300 m apparent rms error.
the influence of the Gulf Stream and Kuroshio Current It is useful to compare the accuracy of'OTIS to that
systems and their related mesoscale eddy fields. The of the ocean thermal climatology used as the first-guess
relative improvement of OTIS over TLOTS is largest field. Depth-averaged apparent rms errors for OTIS
in the Indian Ocean (Area 5). OTIS performs poorest and this climatology tr February-April in the nine
relative to TEOTS in the midlatitude eastern Pacific verification areas are shown in Table 4. Also included
(Area I ) because of its shallow bias in MID noted in the table is the percent improvement of OTIS over
above. but hoth OTIS and TOTS are extremely ac- the climatology. Averaged over all areas. OTIS shows
curate there with low apparent rms errors relative to a 12(; improvement over climatology in 0-300 m ap-
the other areas and climatology. When averaged over parent rms error. The improvement relative to cli-
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TAB[ i 3. Depth-averaged apparent rms error statistics, [(,")F]', for OIS and '-O1-S for Februa-April 1988.

Number OTIS rms TFOIS rms Percent improvement
Area Area definition of ohs error (C) error (C) of OTIS over j FOS

le'h in'rial 0-30)) m

I Midlatilude IPAC 970 (.92 0.88 4
2 Midlatitude "P.\( 1232 2.14 2.17
3 Midlatitude [AN1 2304 1.14 1.21) 5
4 Midlatitude WLI AN 2161 2.(6 2.41) 14
5 Indian Ocean 372 1.17 1.42 is
IM, ,ropical 1. P( I 1295 1.31 1. 17 4
2, Tropical ,V P\( 594 1.35 1.41 4
3X 1ropical H ANI 11)4 1.12 1.17 4
4,, Tropical 'I AN I 948 1.0)8 1.17 8

Aserage oser all areas 1.36 1.46 7

I)cpth imerval I- 15)) iim

I Midlatitude FPAC 970 .03 1.92 12

2 Midlatitude WP.C 1232 2.11 2.12
Midlatitude FL AN1 21)4 1.,18 1.13 4

4 Midlatitude I .\N 1 2161 2.24 2.54 12
5 Indian Ocean 372 1.31 1.48 12
I Iropical I ( 1295 1.44 1.44 0
2 1 ropical W V'. 594 1.34 1.31 3

A.,Tropical |:1 -\N 114 1.49 1.44 3
4 . Tropical WI...\N 1 948 1.12 1.18 6

,scrage oser all areas l.J6 1.51

1)cplh t h1rval 1.51-501300 M

I Midlatitude I P.X" 970 (0.8) 0.83 4
2 MidlatitudC %k PAC 1232 2.17 2.2 1
3 Midlatitude II ANI 2(14 1. 1 1.27 7
4 Midlatitude VI AN[ 2161 1.87 2.26 is
U; Indian Ocean 372 1.03 1.36 24
1A I ropical I-PA( 1295 1.19 1.29 8

Tropical V P,\( 594 1.37 1.52 I()
I ropical FI.IA1 114 0(.75 0.91) 16

4A Iropical \. I ,N 1 948 1.114 1.15 I)

Axcrage o0cr all areas 1.27 1.42 II

matologv is largest in the midlatitude eastern Pacific I-j ] P [(r")'- M + (" + 2 , 1]5

(Area I ). and smallest in the tropical western Atlantic 32
(Area 4A).

"here the overbar indicates an average over all bathv
I. !'li-avcra€'d,~ rid-tilt, error %Iatitics data in a verification area. and the grid-scale error (r",

It may sem surprising that the ditlirences in ap- the subgrid-scale error a". and the hathv instrumental

parent rms error betwecn OIlIS, I()TS. and clina- error .smIN are assumed to be uncorrelated. With the

tolog. are not larger. given the qualitative ditirences thermal fields produced b\ the two models and cli-
between the subsurface thermal fields noted in section matolog. all defined on the same horilontal grid. dif-
5. To explain this, we % rite expressions fbr the apparent rences in apparent rms error can be due

or, [ ,)- ]" fbr OIIS. .I I S. and climatol- only to differences in a". I lowever. for the grid reso-
ogy as lution used here (ahout 321 km . a" a " (11\1.

Thus. the apparent rms error statistics arc highl. con-
Ia"is ! ")? I' I IN 30) taminated by sUbgrid-scalc noise wa") 'hich tends to

ovcr4.hclm and mask the Irue grid-scale error of the
I " ( a") I I T") iII' fields (a") anti, hence, the difllrences in the relati\ e

(31 ) perf'ormance of'the models.
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TAm i 4. Depth-averaged apparent rms% error statistics. [ foY Xlr O1IS and climnatologx thr 1ebruar-April 1988.

Numnber OIS rms (TIM rMs Percent improvement
Area Area definition of ohs error (C) error (C) o1f OIS over (IMN

IDcplli interval 0- 300 mt

IMidlatitude EPAC 970) 0.92 1.24 26
2 Midlatitude WPAC 1232 2.14 2.23 4
3 Midlatitude IFIANT 2304 1.14 1.21 6
4 Midlatitude WILANT 2161 2.06 2-57 20
5 Indian Ocean 372 1.17 1.22 4
IA Tropical EPAC 1295 1.31 1-57 17
2A Tropical WPAC 594 1.35 1.60 16
3A Tropical FLbANT 104 1.12 1.21 7
4A Tropical WL.ANT 948 1.08 1.091

Average over all areas 1,36 1.55 12

1)(7p1/ nerval 0-150 ?nt

IMidlatitude EPAC 970) 1.03 1.38 26
2 Midlatitude WPAC 1212 2.11 2.14
3 Midlatitude FLAN F 2304 1.018 1.155
4 Midlatitude WI ANT1 2161 2.24 2 651

5Indian Ocean 3-72 1,31 I.-IS
N . Tropical F:PA(' 129i 1.44 1. 62 11

2, 1ropical WPNC 594 1.34 1.41
3.1 Tropical FIANT 104 1.49 1.49 1
4A Tropical WI 1N 948 1.12 1.1)4 7

Average over all areas 1.1 Ab j7

1)(.0 'ptA m'ri el 150-100 mu

I %Iidlat it tde I PAC 9) 0 .801 1.1M01
2 Mlidlatnude W'sC1,;1 2.17 2.2 6

3Midilatitude ELAM 3) 1.19 .) 7
4 Mlidlaitude WI .\\I 2 16 1 I .5 2.49 2

5Indian OCean 371 1.1( 1. 15 1
I I\ Irpical 1 11 V I ,)j 1.91 1.53; 22

1.1 ropical W\k 11 4 1,17 1.9 24
3.I ropical I I \N I 1014 0,'s194 21)
4,I rCopical W \'NJI 94S 1.0)4 ' 1.14 9

.5\ eragc user all areas I2- 1,5 1 17

Contamination of ocean thermal x erilheation statts- thle stud(-\ period. Vhlus. all of' the terms on thle right-
tics %% ith ohser\ ational noise is a ftirl\ general problemn. hand-sideo 31ad(41ca eotie o\il
c, en for iner-resolution mlodel,;. A\ techique(LI for es- estimates of' thle grid-scale rms errors of' the models
timlating the utncontaminated grid-scale errors, o' a ( l Is a ~ and I I iII'( uncontanminated b\
modlC xsould be quite useful. and can be deriVed fromn obsers atiorial noise.
the formalism presented above. Front 30 (-( 32 1. D)epth-axe raged \alIes of' the grid-scale rmis errors

CC I (a") folr M) IS and 1-1:0 S calculated from ( 331
"1 I~s VI (I" I''(~ 1 ~ Cl) \ and (34 1are presented in I able 5. l or all dept h I nter-

(331 \ als and area, thle grid-scale rms% errors ol' Fable 5 are
smaller than thle apparent rils errors of' [able 3. re-

II a") iii IS CC . a" ) (Stfleet inrg the remioxal of' obsers ational noise. A.lso. the
a' ( (CC ~ (a' 1 C ;4 grid-scale errors do riot as clearl\ take onl relati\ e mlas-

C I i~ijia in thle xsestern boundar\ current areas ( A\reas 2
-lihe quantity T " )i I I s the nican-square departure and 4 1 as the apparient errors. I[his again reflect% tile
of' the thermal field from cli malolog\ ( I e.. thle mean- suppression of obsersational noise. ,\hich is parsicUlarl\
square of' the anoliial\ Feld I calculated ox er thle loca- stogithearsdutohersneoltogad
lions of the bath% tobserxatitons in each xeritication area. uinrestol'ed mesoscale eddies,. Comparison of the grid-
It can be estimated from the analwied anomlalies during scale errors rather than the apparent errors allow.Ns a
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I,\Bii 5. )ph-srgdri-cl i rostttis 4 'or0[Snd11015 folbrehrtiafl -April 19088.

Numbevr 0 1 IS rrnls I 10 1S rnis Percent irnprowenient
Area Area definition of obs error (C) error (0 oit 0 1 IS o'er I Lo IlS

2 Nidlaifudc \\.fPM, 1232 1.0011.) 6
Midlatitude I I \sN 1 214 o.' 04)1) 10

4 Midlatitude k\1 I 246 17 I, 101.4 49
SIndian Ocean 3-, 04.01 () "

ISIropical II ( VAC~ -O'S I 1Y901
I 5 ropical \\ I' S9( '4 (1 . 06 1046
Iroplical I I ss 1 104 0.6~2 741

45 1 roplical %%I \\ I 9448 1 )5 ; .61) 2

-\%eragc o er all areas, 07 - 0 )92))

I hi/lih I'll 0i- /520 )I?

Nlidlai970f [0\ r44.641 0.3') 56
2 Midlailtude k\PS(l~ .21
3 Nidlatoude II Ns\ I 23104 11.20 44.3'4

4 %idlaiitude WI.\N I Is11.3 .03
Indian ( CCanr 0.8- LI8 1.2
I S ropical 1:I'S(V I ") 0)_ 44.0 )2

2I5 ropical WI' )\V'5i94 I4A2 44.98 4
VS I ropical I I \N I 1014 40.8147 I

45 1 ropical %I. 1,\ I Q'4X 04.11 73 IS

..S~ rage oser all areas (4 4488 M1

%fSidlatitudeC I.PSV( () 44.48 45
2 Midlaitude 5 1) V( 232,0 4485 10.9 II
-1 idlatitude I. ISN 1 23)04 (.09 1.4 '00

4 Midlaitude MWI AN I 2164 4.44 1.3 OS
5Indian Ocean 372 4.48 1.4M

I 'I1 ropical I PAU( 12; 4.08 44.8s )
2A 1 ropical W\I'M( 504 4093 1.14 )8
3 " Tropical I. I AN 1 1044 4445 4i. 66 3

4A -1 ropical WI...N I 948 1.43 1.6061

Ascrage user all areas 4.62 4)))0 31

more meaningful ranking ot' model skill. The 0-301 An operational test of'OTIS %%as conducted during
m grid-scale rils errors of' Table~ 5 avecraged over all February. Mlarch, and April ol' 1988. ]his in'olved
areas show, OTIS with a 20"' improvemnent over running OTIS dail% in parallel with and on the same
TEO0TS. three times that calculated from the apparent grid as the TEOTS analsis (th e existing operational
rms error statistics of Table 3. product ). comparing output from the two models

qualitatively, and validating the output of the models

7. Summary, conclusions, and future work against bathy data that was inrdependent of the r~odels.
Qualitative comparison of SST fields producid by

01TIS is an ocean thermal analsis system designed OTIS and TEOTS shows little difference between the
for operational use at FNO(. If is hased onl the opti- two products. Comparison of subsurface fields, ho%%-
mlum interpo.lation data assimilation technique and e'.er, shows large and important differences betw\een
functions in an analsiss-prediction-analvsis data as- thle two. 01TIS subsurface temperature fields exhibit
similation cyrcle w~ith thle TOP~S mnixed-layer model, sharper and more realistic hori/ontal gradients. more
OTIS provides a rigorous framework for combining phscall\ reasonable large-scale anomlal\ patterns, a
real-time data (e.g.. ship. huo\. bath\, and satellite ob- better (though still \m poorl\ resolved ) representation
servatbons), climlatology, and predictions from nu- of the Gulf Stream and lKuroshio Current systems, and
merical ocean prediction models (e.g., FOPS) to pro- a better representation of the t oop Current in the Gulf
duce a large-scale synoptic representation of' ocean of Mexico.
thermal structure. Validation of' OTS and TFOJ )S against indlepenident
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bathy data (i.e.. unassimilated into the analyses at the Tk", Climatological temperature at gridpoint k.
time of validation) indicates that OTIS produces a Ti' Observed temperature at location i.
more accurate representation of ocean thermal struc- T'P TOPS predicted temperature at gridpoint k.
ture than TEOTS. Apparent rms errors for OTIS are z Dcpth, measurcd positive downward from
generally less than those for TEOTS. particularly below the surface in meters.
about 100-150 m depth. The 0-300 m depth-averaged Z: Deepest reported depth in a bathy obser-
apparent rms errors, calculated from a 90-day accu- vation.
mulation of data and averaged over all areas to produce r, Idividual MCSST observation at location
a sample size of 9980 bathy reports, show OTIS with
a 7% improvement over TEOTS. The 0-300 mn depth- (Yk* Xeight given to observation i assimilated at
averaged grid-scale rms errors, estimated via a tcch- gridpoint k.
nique to remove the clkct ofobservational noise from Ok Weight given to TOPS prediction at grid-
the statistics and averaged over all areas, show OTIS point k.
with a 20% improvement over TEOTS. 'Yk Weight given to climatology at gridpoint k.

OTIS was designated as the Navy's new operational 77, Correlation between resolvable thermal
global-scale ocean thermal analysis in July 1988. Pres- anomalies at location i and location j in

ent and future work involves the application of a new space-time.
and more sophisticated version of OTIS on eddy-re- X," Noise-to-signal ratio for observation i.
solving regional grids, and the continued monitoring X,," Noise-to-signal ratio for TOPS prediction at
of verification statistics derived from independent bathy gridpoint k.
data. •," Noise-to-signal ratio for subgrid-scale error

at location i..Acknowledgments. The authors acknowledge the X,, Average of X"over entire horizontal analysis
contributions of the following people who worked on domain.
various stages of the development and implementation AX Reference grid space.
ofthe OTIS software: Ms. Bonnie Samuels, Mr. George A x, East-west distance between location i and
Innis. Mr. Bruce Mendenhall, Ms. Mary-Lou Morris, locationj.
Mr. Harry Hamilton, and Ms. Charlene Dimiceli. Alt North-south distance between location/and

location j.
Atq Time difference between observation i and

APPE'NDIX A observation j.
l)cfinition of Symbols (ATA'), Clange in TOPS predicted temperature

rom level n - I to level n (level 0 implies
lk Inverse of east-west decotrelation scale of the surface) at gridpoint k.

resolvable thermal anomalies at gridpoint ai' Rms observational error of observation i.
k. (k Rms error of TOPS prediction at gridpoint

Bk Inverse of north-south decorrelation scale /<.
of resolvable thermal anomalies at grid- r7' Long-term rms variation of resolvable ther-
point k. mal anomalies about climatology at lo-

CA Inverse of temporal decorrelation scale of cation i.
resolvable thermal anomalies at gridpoint r/' Rms difference between bathy observations
k. and climatology at location i.

e Mean of instrumental error (i.e., bias) for ff,t Rms difference between hathy observations
MCSST observations. and climatology calculated over entire

(i4 Rms TOPS error growth over one forecast horizontal analysis domain.
cycle at gridpoint k. . Expected rms temperature difference be-

hk" Analyzed mixed-layer depth at location i. tween Tk"' and independent bathy obser-
hk" Climatological mixed-layer depth at grid- rations.

point k. Rnis subgrid-scale error at location i.
hi' Observed mixed-layer depth at gridpoint k. a,' Rms error added to MCSST super-obser-
Al Number of MCSST observations averaged ration as a result of the way in which the

around a gridpoint to form a super-ob- block averaging of the MCSST data is
servation. (lone.

N Number of observations assimilated at grid- ar' Rms error of resolvable thermal field in re-
point k, sulting analysis at gridpoint k.

T' Temperature. (r)NIrtA. Rms error ofthe resolvable thermal field
'F' Reference climatological SST gradient, from the previous analysis initializing

TA" Analyzed temperature at grldpolnt k. TOPS at gridpoint k.
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(a,")Ex Rms error added to ith bathy observation liolI, M. M., M. J. Cumning and B. R. Mendenhall, 1979: The ex-

below depth zB by the downward extrap- panded ocean thermal structure analy'sis system: A development
oainof the bathv. based on the fields by information blending methodology. Tech.

olationRep. M-241, Meteorology International, Inc.. Montere . CA.
Standard deviation ofinstrumental error for 216 pp
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